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Rise of the Crypto Dog Movement
Not long ago, the entire world witnessed the unexpected and meteoric rise of one of the
most well known asset classes in the crypto market today, crypto dog-meme coins.
Interest in the dog-themed tokens began catching ﬁre across social media outlets as
millions joined together forming active online communities, all standing behind the
banner of a dog meme. Due to the extreme demand for these coins, exchanges started
listing the most popular crypto dog projects. The ﬂoodgates opened and capital poured
in from retail investors. Dog coins rose to the top ranks of the crypto market share, and a
thriving new blockchain ecosystem was born.

The Need for a Crypto Dog Park
As the crypto world began to invest in dog coins, many users were buffeted by extreme
volatility, experienced a lack of investment options, and ultimately lost a lot of money.
Dog Park exists to remedy these shortcomings. Dog Park gives users the ability to invest
their dog tokens into Prize-Linked Savings Accounts nicknamed “Parks” to earn users
massive rewards while also strengthening their token’s origin communities.

What is Dog Park?
Dog Park is a crypto-powered savings account that gives users a chance to win the lottery
every week. When a user deposits tokens into Dog Park, they are given raffle tickets that
are used each week as part of the lottery. As long as users maintain funds in Dog Park,
their raffle tickets have a chance to be drawn every single week forever!
Additionally, we never touch users’ tokens. Any deposited funds go straight into a
protocal that puts them to work earning an APY for that user. At any time, users can
exchange their raffle tickets back for their original tokens plus any earned interest.
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Rewards for Staking in Dog Park
Any deposited funds are automatically entered into investment protocols controlled
by crypto custodians with a secure and proven track record, such as AAVE. Any
interest earned from these investments are used to fund community rewards. By
depositing any amount of funds into Dog Park, users receive access to all rewards.
There are four main reward categories:
PRIZE WINNER
As long as you’re
contributing to Dog Park,
you have a weekly chance to
win big money

Staking tokens guarantees
weekly rewards in BUSD.

RECEIVE STABLE REWARDS

ASSIST IN TOKEN BURNS
Each week we burn the token
of your choice at no cost to
you, enabling you to support
your community.

You can always access your
staked tokens.

KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT
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Prize Winner: Each week five randomly selected users will receive a massive payout. The more
a user has deposited in Dog Park, the greater their chances of winning this lottery. This reward
is always paid in the Park’s token. For example, the Shiba Park pays its winners in Shiba Inu.
If you are not selected as a winner one week, don’t worry, as long as you have funds in Dog
Park you are eligible to win the following week. That’s right, as long as you have funds in Dog
Park you stay elibile to win this life changing prize.
Prize pools are funded from the 3% Community Lottery tax.
Assist in Token Burns: Each week, we use a portion of the interest to burn the respective
Park’s token. This means that tokens with a large circulating supply will reduce over time–
helping your entire dog community. And because this burn comes from interest, users aren’t
losing their own tokens.
10% of the earned interest is used to fund this community boost.
Receive Stable Rewards: Each week, everyone staked in Dog Park receives stable rewards
paid in BUSD. This is a massive upgrade from standard exchanges that pay rewards in their
own token as all interest has a guaranteed and stable value.
50% of the earned interest is used to fund this reward.
Keep Your Investment: Dog Park is a “no-loss” protocol. If users don’t win the huge prize,
they remain eligible indeﬁnitely. If users want to withdraw their tokens, they can do so at any
time. These protocols eliminate risk for the user while having a big upside potential. Your
chance to win does not expire, so just “stake it till you make it”
Price Protection: It’s important to us to make sure that if a user deposits X tokens into Dog
Park, they will receive X tokens if they withdraw their funds. To help mitigate against unlikely
scenarios such as a week of net loss in the investment protocol, these funds are used to
protect each user’s token price.
10% of the earned interest is used to fund this safety net.
Reinvestment: Reinvesting is a unique Dog Park protocol that creates a perpetual growth
engine. This protocol takes a percentage of the interest and puts it back into Dog Park. This
money is not eligible to win any prizes, but acts as an investment buffer that increases the
working capital. This means that every single week the amount of capital will rise,
benefiting everyone in Dog Park.
30% of the earned interest is used to fund this community benefit.
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Dog Park Interest Distributions
Here is a breakdown of how all interest is distributed in the Dog Park protocols.

User’s Wallet

Deposit Tokens

Interest
Distribution

Shiba Park
APY Payouts (50%)

Doge Park

Protocols
invest these
funds and
earn interest

Burn Wallet (10%)
Price Protection (10%)
Reinvestment (30%)

Other Parks
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Introducing PARK Token
PARK is a community driven BEP20 token. It has an initial supply of 4 billion tokens and
half of those will be burned at launch (2B). PARK has two main purposes–to act as a stand
alone investment through powerful tokenomics and as a keycard that opens users up to
amazing beneﬁts when used in Dog Park.
Designed with the end user in mind, Park token enhances a user’s experience in Dog Park
by adding four major investor benefits:
PARK is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), lowering user gas fees on all Dog Park
transactions.
PARK is a universally accepted Dog Park token. This means PARK token holders can
enter any Park they desire, winning rewards in the dog token of their choice.
When users deposit Park, they receive a 20% boost to their investment. For example,
if a user deposits $1000 of Park, their odds of winning will be calculated as though they
deposits $1,200 of Park.
When a user deposits Park there is no tax.

Two Ways to Enter a Park
Ownership
1000/2200
Chances to win: 45.5%

User 1

$1000 of
Shiba token

Shiba Park
User 2

$1000 of
Park token

20% BOOST
Ownership
1200/2200
Chances to win: 54.5%
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PARK Token Economics
All Park taxes are to bolster the community and strengthen prices over time. These taxes
distribute to the following areas, adding more value and support to the token holders.

Community Lottery

Business Development

3% of every transaction with Park is paid back to
random users as a lottery. Are you feeling lucky?

2% of every transaction with Park is
redistributed to the company wallet. This is
used for development, marketing, growth,
and supporting our community.

Liquidity Boost

Growth Fund

2% of every transaction is used to bolster the
liquidity pool and decrease volatility. This
means PARK will steadily
grow in value over time.

1% of all transactions with Park are used
to raise the amount of working capital
earning users their APY. As this fund
grows, so does your APY payouts.
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Road Map
Whitepaper Release
Presale
1000+ Holders
2000+ Discord Members
Audit Smart Contracts
Initial Dex Oﬀering (IDO)

Phase 1
6000+ Holders

Phase 2
80,000+ Holders
Launch Dog Park
Dog Park Smart Contracts
Audit
Give away $50,000 in weekly
rewards
Prepare for major exchange
listings

Marketing Campaign
(Inﬂuencer marketing)
10,000+ Discord Members
Coingecko Listing
Coinmarketcap Listing
Listing on Small Exchanges

Phase 3

Phase 4

200,000+ Holders
Give away $150,000 in weekly
rewards
Begin development of next
major project

This is Just the Beginning
Our team has a roadmap that extends into 2030 and beyond. We are thrilled to share our
initial vision with you, what we are building and why we’re excited to about it. We are
grateful that you’re joining us on this journey.
After Park and Dog Park launch, the next thing we will be working on is lottery scratch
offs that contribute to your savings even if you lose! Stay tuned and thank you for being a
part of Park.

